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NAME: Ezergyémánt Alia RACE: Human CLASS: Rogue (thief) 

ALIGNMENT: Unaligned XP: 10,000 LEVEL: 7 

 
SKILLS 

 TOTAL  (no armor) 

Acrobatics +13 +13 

Arcana +4  

Athletics +9 +9 

Bluff +9  

Diplomacy +4  
Dungeoneering +9  

Endurance +5 +5 

Heal +4  

History +4  

Insight +9  

Intimidate +4  

Nature +4  

Perception +9  

Religion +4  

Stealth +15 +15 

Streetwise +4  

Thievery +13 +13 

 

ABILITIES 
 Score Check 

STRENGTH 9 +2 

CONSTITUTION 14 +5 

DEXTERITY 20 +8 

INTELLIGENCE 12 +4 

WISDOM 12 +4 

CHARISMA 12 +4 

 
SENSES 

PASSIVE INSIGHT 19 

PASSIVE PERCEPTION 19 

SPECIAL SENSES 
- 

 
LANGUAGES 

Common, Elven 

 

* FEATS AND NON-COMBAT ° CLASS/RACE FEATURES 
° Skill Mastery During a Skill Challenge, a roll of natural 20 for a relevant skill counts as one additional success. 

* Weapon Proficiency: Rapier Proficiency with rapier.  

* Light Blade Expertise +1 to attack (already included). +1 bonus to damage if you have combat advantage against target. 

* Backstabber Sneak attack damage dice are increased to d8. 

* Surprising Charge +1[W] damage when charging against a target granting combat advantage. 

* Weapon Focus: Light Blade  +1 to damage (already included).  

 
EQUIPMENT 

Backpack, bedroll, flint & steel, belt pouch,   2   sunrods, 50' hempen rope, waterskin, some trail rations,   2  daggers, mirror, 

thieves' tools (picks, pries, skeleton keys, clamps - +2 bonus to Thievery checks when opening a lock or disabling a trap), 

everburning torch (burns forever, no heat, bright light in 5 squares, can be put away in a backpack) 

 

Lesser Badge of Berserker +2 (+2 to Fortiude, Reflex, Will - already included; +4 on all defenses vs opportunity attacks provoked by charging) 

Dynamic Rapier +2 (1/encounter, minor action: turn the Rapier into any other melee weapon) 

Rhythm Blade Dagger +1 (+1 shield bonus to AC and Reflex while wielded off-hand - already included) 

Sylvan Leather Armor +2 (+2 (item) bonus to Athletics and Stealth - already included) 

Bracers of Mighty Striking (+2 (item) bonus on damage rolls with melee basic attacks - already included). 

  2  Lesser Elixirs of Invisibility (see next page) 

  1  Potion of Invulnerability (see next page) 

 

103 gold pieces 

 

CONCEPT 
Alia szegényes sorból származó, 
de leleményes ember. Vakmerő 
tolvaj, elkaphatatlan akrobata. 
Azt beszélik róla, ezer gyémántot 
lopott össze hájas kereskedőktől, s 
ezeket titkos rejtekhelyén őrzi 
valahol Jo'hara mélyén. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

total weight: 56 lbs;   normal load: -90 lbs 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

COMBAT PROFILE 
INITIATIVE +8 SPEED 6 ACTION POINT  

 
DEFENSES 

AC 23 

FORTITUDE 18 

REFLEX 24 

WILL 17 

 HP 

MAX 56 hp 

BLOODIED 28 hp 

SURGE/DAY 8/day 

HP / SURGE  14 hp/surge 

HP: 
 
 

Surges: 
 
 
 

COMBAT FEATURES 
Sneak Attack: 1/turn, if you hit with a light blade against a target granting combat advantage to you,  
deal +2d8 damage. 
Light Blade  Expertise: +1 bonus to damage with light blades if you have combat advantage against target 

Surprising Charge: +1[W] damage when charging against a target granting combat advantage. 

First Strike: you have combat advantage against any targets which have not acted yet in an encounter. 

Lesser Badge of the Berserker: +4 to all defenses against opportunity attacks provoked by charging 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ATTACK POWERS (at-will, encounter, daily) 
Backstab 
(2/encounter) 

If you make a basic attack against a target within 5 and the target grants combat advantage to you →  
(Free Action) gain +3 (power) bonus to the attack roll. Hit: +2d6 damage.  

 

UTILITY AND NON-ATTACK POWERS (at-will, encounter, daily) 
Acrobat's Trick Move Action. Move 4. You have Climb 4 speed during this move. Gain +2 (power) bonus to your next damage roll this turn. 

Ambush Trick Move Action. Move 6. This turn, you have combat advantage if your target is within 5 squares when you attack, and  
not adjacent to any of its allies. 

Tactical Trick Move Action. Move 6. You do not provoke opportunity attack for leaving squares adjacent to your allies.  
This turn, you have combat advantage if your target is adjacent to at least one of your allies. 

Cunning Escape If you are attacked → (Immediate Interrupt) gain +4 bonus on your defenses against the attack.  
At the end of the attacker's turn, shift 3 squares. 

Tumble Move Action. Shift 6. 

Ignoble Escape Move Action. End any marks on you. Shift 6. 

Heroic Effort You would miss with an attack or fail a saving throw → (No Action) gain +4 (racial) bonus on the roll. 

 

MAGIC ITEM POWERS (at-will, encounter, daily, consumable) 
Dynamic Rapier Minor Action. Change the weapon into any melee weapon type until the end of the encounter. 

Lesser Elixir of 
Invisibility  (2) 

Minor Action. You become invisible until the end of your next turn, or until you make an attack roll. 

Potion of 
Invulnerability 

Minor Action. You can lose a Healing Surge to gain resist 25 against all damage until the end of your next turn. 

 

WEAPON ATTACK  DAMAGE CRITICAL DISTANCE 
Rapier melee basic attack +15 1d8 + 12 max + 2d6 - 

Dagger ranged basic attack +14 1d4 + 9 max + 1d6  5 / 10 squares 

 


